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New Mac Trojan horse masquerades
as virus scanner
05.02.11
Dan Moren, Macworld.com

By and large, Mac users
have been able to escape
the onslaught of malware
that their Windows counterparts suffer from. But every once in a while, a piece
of nastiness slips into the
wild. The latest offender is
a Trojan horse by the name
of MAC Defender, which purports to be a virus-scanning application. In fact, it does little more than encourage users to
give up their credit card information.
Identified by security firm Intego, MAC Defender spreads
via search engine optimization (SEO) poisoning—that is, it
uses commonly searched terms to get prominent placement
in search engine results. So, users looking for legitimate protection against viruses on their Macs might be duped into
downloading and installing MAC Defender instead.
Once installed, the program apparently pretends to detect
viruses and opens Web browser windows with pornographic
sites, to help sell the charade that the computer is infected. It
also configures itself to launch at startup and is difficult to quit
as it only appears as a menu bar icon and not in OS X’s Dock.
If users try to clean the viruses, they first have to register
MAC Defender; clicking on the link to do so via the program’s
About screen takes them to an unsecure Website that offers a
1-year, 2-year, or lifetime license to the program for $60, $70,
or $80 respectively. Registering halts the virus warnings, thus
“confirming” that the program is working.
As nefarious as MAC Defender might be, the level of concern over infection remains low: Users must be tricked into
downloading and installing the program, as well as entering
their administrator password.

For those users who Intego says its VirusBarrier X5 and X6
software will protect users from installing this application
inadvertently; its VirusBarrier Plus and VirusBarrier Express
products, available in the Mac App Store, will also detect it
with the most recent malware definition update, but they
won’t prevent the installation.
As with the rare Mac malware threats that have arisen in
the past, the best defense against a Trojan horse like MAC
Defender is education and common sense. There’s no need
to panic, as long as you’re taking the usual proper precautions while browsing the Web. For example, users should unJim Wilson/The
New York
Times
check Safari’s ‘Open “safe” files after
downloading’
option
in
the General pane of its Preferences, which prevents files like
ZIP archives from automatically being opened. And, of course,
they should always be wary of installing any application from
an unknown source.

Cybercriminals Using Osama Bin Laden’s
Death to Spread Malware
05.02.11
Mike Lennon, SecurityWeek

Today, we have another major news event for cybercriminals
to take advantage of. Following the successful operation by
U.S. forces to kill Osama bin Laden, Internet users are searching in the masses for any details about the incident they can
find. Cybercriminals know this and have already been at work
to “poison” common search results hoping to gain access to
people’s computers and infect them with malware.
Popular events are always something cybercriminals use to their
advantage, helping them prey on and exploit innocent victims.
Links are already beginning to spread across Facebook, similar to what happened following news of the recent earthquake
in Japan. Users should be cautious of spam containing links to
photos, videos and other information that sounds remarkably
interesting on Bin Laden’s death. Users also need to be cautious
of Tweets through Twitter, and Facebook posts, as cybercriminals gear up to attract unsuspecting traffic to spread malware.
In this situation, when users click on a link to a malicious
site and reach the infected Web page, they are prompted to
accept the download of a file, such as a codec to watch a
video, and the malware will be installed on the computers.
Users should be especially cautious around this event, since
no official photos have been released of Bin Laden’s body
after his death was reported, thus users may be inclined to
search more on their own to see if photos or videos are available. Cybercriminals typically use very attractive headlines to
encourage users to click links and direct them to malware infected Web pages. Be cautious, and don’t assume links and
videos posted by friends on social networking sites are safe.

Apple scoops up iCloud.com
domain for $4.5m ahead of
new cloud-based service
launch?
04.27.11
Mark Gurman, 9 to 5 Mac

According to GigaOM, Apple has
scooped up the domain name www.
iCloud.com from Xcerion, the maker of
a cloud-based service. The deal is said
to have gone down for somewhere in
the range of $4.5m, and we don’t think
Apple would pay that much for a domain name unless they would put it to
good use. We think iCloud is a potential name for Apple’s upcoming locker
service which should keep your music,
photos, videos, and other media in the
cloud. This service will likely tie directly
into MobileMe and may even replace
MobileMe’s long existing iDisk feature.
iCloud.com still points to the old owner’s website and a quick Whois search
of the domain still pulls up the information for Xcerion. Apple will likely introduce their new cloud services at WWDC,
and if GigaOM‘s report is legitimate, this
might just be one of the best pieces of
evidence for Apple’s upcoming cloud
services yet. Apple’s cloud services will
likely include a new music locker and
possibly some new cloud features for
iOS users. Apple recently stopped selling retail packages and discounted copies of MobileMe.

The Final Shoe Drops: Apple
Now More Profitable Than
Microsoft Too
04.28.11
MG Siegler, TechCrunch

Just about a year ago, when Apple
passed Microsoft in market cap, the
Redmond loyalists were out in full force:
that means nothing — look at the revenues!

When Apple passed Microsoft in revenues
last October, it was: who cares — look
at the profits! We were looking, and we
projected that this quarter just ended
would be the one in which Apple passed
Microsoft in that regard too.
Sure enough, they have. Easily.
Microsoft has just announced their
Q3 2011 results. The numbers appear to
be good, beating analysts’ expectations.
But with net income now at $5.23 billion, Microsoft now comes in well behind Apple, which had a net income of
$5.99 billion last quarter.
Last October, despite Apple pulling
ahead in revenue, the profit gap was
about $1.1 billion in Microsoft’s favor.
Last quarter, that gap was down to
roughly a $600 million. And now, rather
remarkable, it’s over $700 million in the
other direction — a $1.3 billion swing in
just one quarter. And you can probably
expect that trend to continue.
Meanwhile, on the revenue side of
things, Apple now holds a roughly $8
billion advantage — $24.6 billion to
$16.43 billion. And in market cap, Apple’s
advantage is just about $100 billion —
$318.45 billion to $224.43 billion.
Times change.

THX creator now at Apple,
says Laporte
05.04.11
MacNN Staff

Apple has hired the creator of Lucasfilm’s THX sound standard, , according to
This Week in Tech host Leo Laporte. In
a Twitter post Laporte explains that he
has it “on good authority” that Holman

is “joining Apple to run audio.”
Most recently Holman was a film
sound professor at the University
of Southern California.
THX helped to establish baselines for
sound quality and surround sound in
movie theaters, and later in home audio. All of Lucasfilm’s THX patents are
based on Holman’s work, for which he
ultimately received an Academy Award
for Technical Achievement. While still at
the studio he operated for 15 years as its
corporate technical director.
Apple may be looking to raise standards in several areas. It could for instance be interested in improving the
output of the built-in speakers for Macs
and iOS devices, which is vastly inferior
to a dedicated sound setup. It could
also be looking to enhance iTunes’ audio processing, or even the quality of
the files sold at the iTunes Store.
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Thanks, Lee

Lawsuit accuses Apple,
others of ‘conspiring’ to keep
employee wages low

04.04.11
AppleInsider Staff

A new class-action lawsuit takes aim at
Apple, Google, Intel and other tech companies for allegedly “conspiring to suppress compensation of their employees.”
The complaint was announced in a
press release on Wednesday by the law
firm Lief, Cabraser, Heimann & Bernstein.
The suit was filed by Siddharth Hariharan, a former software engineer at Lucasfilm, one of the companies named
in the suit. Other parties include Adobe,
Intuit and Pixar.
“My colleagues at Lucasfilm and I applied our skills, knowledge, and creativity to make the company an industry

Continued on page 5

Adobe caves, adds support for Apple’s
HTTP Live Streaming standard
04.15.11
Josh Ong, Apple Insider

In a move that could help defuse
ongoing tension between the two
companies, Adobe has revealed
plans to support streaming video on
the iPad 2 by adding support for Apple’s HTTP Live Streaming standard
to its Flash Media Server product.
Adobe first broke the news in a blog post offering a sneak
peak at the company’s new streaming video features, as noted
by Ars Technica. The new feature was also previewed by the
company at the National Association of Broadcasters trade
show this week in Las Vegas.
In addition to Adobe’s own HTTP Dynamic Streaming standard, which uses H.264/AAC codecs and the F4F file format,
future versions of Flash Media Server will now support the
HTTP Live Streaming protocol developed by Apple.
According to Kevin Towes, product manager for Adobe Flash
Media Server, the company “is reducing the publishing complexity for broadcasters who need to reach browsers supporting HLS
through HTML5 (such as Safari) or devices where Adobe Flash is
not installed.” Devices with Flash installed will continued to use
MPEG4-fragments to stream video over HTTP to Flash.
In a video demonstration posted to YouTube, Towes live
streams a video to an iPad 2 using Safari and an HTML5 page,
as well as on a Mac using Safari and Adobe Flash 10.2 and a
Motorola Xoom tablet.

How Apple devices saved me thousands
on my new car
04.27.11
Jason Snell, Macworld.com

Late last year we bought a new car. And
in doing so, I realized that the auto industry is undoubtedly one of the industries
that has been severely disrupted by Apple in the past decade.
Yes, every new car in existence seems to offer a USB port
with iPod connectivity, and my family’s new minivan is no exception. I plugged in my old hard-drive-based iPod and all
of a sudden, our car has my entire music collection on tap.
It’s got Bluetooth, too, so I can answer my iPhone from the
dashboard and talk over built-in speakers and microphones,
and even listen to music streamed wirelessly from the iPhone
in my pocket.
(This car is basically the shuttlecraft from the USS Enterprise.
Especially when compared to our other car, a 1994 Honda Civic.)

But the changes Apple has wrought had their biggest
impact when it came time to decide if we wanted to
pony up for the add-on navigation and in-car entertainment systems. As you might expect, automakers charge
huge amounts of money for items such as these. As I recall,
the entertainment option cost $1500. For a single fold-down
video screen and a DVD player!
We don’t have this. (Image courtesy Honda.)For a few years, I
dreamed of buying a car
with a snazzy nav and
movie-playing system.
But when it came time
for us to buy, we didn’t
get either the navigation
system or the entertainment system. And Apple
was the reason.
My wife and I both have iPhone 4’s, and we own a copy of
Navigon’s MobileNavigator GPS app. Rather than spend hundreds of dollars for in-car navigation, we bought Kensington’s
$30 Windshield/Vent Car Mount for Smartphones and stuck it
on the center passenger-side air vent. When we go on a trip
that requires navigation, we plug in an iPhone and let it talk
to us. Problem solved.
When it came to entertainment, we also opted out. Yes,
we want our kids to be entertained on long trips. But there
are already two iPads in our family, and during those trips
we adults are happy to cede them to the small people who
ride in the rear of the compartment. Each of our children can
choose what they want to watch, view it on a bright 10-inch
screen that’s right in front of them (rather than mounted on
the ceiling), and listen to it on a set of headphones so as not
to disturb anyone else in the car. They can also opt to get a
bit more interactive and play games or even use educational
apps. (During Spring Break, I was amazed to look back while
riding through the California desert and discover my kids
were busy playing Math Bingo.)
There’s another benefit, too. One of our neighbors has a
minivan with an in-car DVD player. Their kids demand videos
whenever they’re in the car, even for a short ride. It’s maddening. We only stock those iPads when we’re going to be
trapped in the car for five-plus hours. Our kids never beg for a
TV show on a short drive because it’s simply not an option.
I’m not going to argue the merits of kids using iPads on
long car trips—I’m in favor of it, obviously, but I understand
if you’re opposed. But if you’re going to choose between a
couple of iPads and a factory-installed in-car entertainment
system, I’m not sure why any tech-savvy person would choose
the latter. (I admit lots of people have DVD collections and
don’t know how to use HandBrake… though they should.)
The iPads offer more control, more variety, and are cheaper.
And thus, my local car dealership missed out on a couple
thousand bucks in extras, because Apple’s technology simply
does more, is cheaper, and our family’s already got it.
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1. Make messages stand out with color

TarMac
Tips

Q&A

From Mossberg All things Digital

Q:

How can I erase multiple emails on my
iPad all at once?

A:

Just go to your message list and click
“Edit” in the upper right-hand corner. A
circle will appear beside each email message. Simply tap the circle beside all the
messages you wish to delete, and then
press the red Delete button at the bottom left. All the messages you selected
will be erased simultaneously.

One of the most practical rules I use
changes the color of certain messages
to make them stand out. I use this rule
to highlight mail from specific friends,
accounts, or clients.
First, to create a rule in Apple’s Mail,
choose Mail -> Preferences, then click
on the Rules icon. You’ll see a list of your
rules here. Mail goes through these one
by one in the order you see them. You
can change their order by dragging a
rule up or down.
Click on Add Rule to display the dialog
box where you set the rule’s conditions
and determine its actions. (If you use
smart playlists in iTunes, you’ll notice
some similarities.)
In this example, I want all e-mails from
macworld.com and pcworld.com addresses to display in purple. In the first
section of the rule, I set the pop-up
menu to “Any” to make sure Mail applies
the rule if any of the following conditions are met. In the first condition line
I set the pop-up menus to “From” and
“Contains” and then typed in a domain
name. I clicked on the plus-sign (+) to
add another line and then entered the
next domain name there. (See the image below.)

Five essential Mail rules

Tap into this program’s powerful tools
to make handling e-mail messages
easier
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2. Highlight messages that contain
your name

I participate in a number of Internet
mailing lists and get lots of e-mail from
them as a result. I might not be able to
read every message right away, but that
doesn’t mean I want to miss out on the
conversation. To help myself keep up, I
use a rule to indicate when my name is
mentioned in a message-for example,
when someone replies to something
I said or asks me a question. Granted,
with an uncommon name like Kirk, I get
a few false positives; if your name is Jennifer or Jason, you might want to enter
your full name. Even then, not all messages will get flagged as your full name
may not always be mentioned.
This is a simple rule; it merely looks for
“Message Content” that “Contains” “Kirk,”
and then changes the background color
to a light green. I don’t do any other filtering, and allow other rules, as you’ll
see later, direct some of these messages to specific folders. But whenever
a message has my name in it-or that of
any other Kirk-the message will appear
highlighted with a green background,
prompting me to pay attention.

3. Move messages to specific folders

04.26.11
Kirk McElhearn, Macworld.com

If you’re overwhelmed by your e-mail,
Mail’s rules can help. Use these simple
yet powerful tools to sift through your
e-mail and apply changes to messages,
filter messages into specific folders, forward them automatically, set off alarms,
and more. Using e-mail rules is easy, and
Mail’s interface lets you set up their conditions and actions with just a few clicks.
Here are five essential e-mail rules that
will help you take control of your correspondance.

Click OK, and Mail will ask if you
want to apply your rules to existing messages. In the future, you’ll
find that messages from the domains
you specify appear in the color you
specified and get flagged. Use this rule
with any domain, or even a single address, that you want to stand out in your
message list.

The second section of the rule contains
the actions you want Mail to take on
messages that meet the conditions. I
used the pop-up menus to do a number
of things. First, Mail will move messages
that meet either of the conditions into
my Inbox. Mail will change the text to
purple and then mark the messages as
flagged. Finally I ask Mail to “Stop Evaluating Rules.” I find that if you don’t add
this final action, you sometimes get unpredictable results. Mail may do something different to a message because
another, later, rule may act on it.

If you belong to a bunch of mailing
lists like I do, you’ll appreciate that it’s
helpful to keep these messages separate
from your regular mail. I have some folders in my Mail sidebar to sort my lists so
the frequent messages don’t crowd my
Inbox, and so I can view them at my leisure. A simple rule makes Mail sort messages in this manner automatically.
First, create a folder in the Mail sidebar. (Choose Mailbox -> New Mailbox,
name the folder, and decide where you
want it to be stored.)

Continued on page 5

Continued from page 5

Next, create a rule where “Any Recipient”
“Contains” the recipient you want to use. For
individuals, that could be “Is” instead of “Contains,” but for mailing lists, “Contains” works
better, because some people use cc or bcc
addresses in such messages. If you want
more than one address, just click the plussign (+) icon to add another condition.
In the actions section, choose “Move
Message” to mailbox, and choose the folder you created. In most cases, you’ll want
to add “Stop Evaluating Rules” to make
sure that other rules don’t move the message again after this rule has acted.

How to retrieve files
from the Trash
04.26.11
Dan Miller,

Macworld.

OS X Hints reader
AlbertHall found a
simple—if counterintuitive—way to retrieve items you
want to pull out of the Trash:
Open the Trash folder, select the item
or items that you want to retrieve and
hit the Delete button (red circle with
line through it) in the toolbar. (If you
don’t see that button, go to View ->
Customize Toolbar and drag it from the
palette of available buttons to wherever
4. Automatically forward messages
you want to park it.) The item will disapThere are some messages that I want pear from the Trash and reappear in its
to forward to other people or accounts, original folder.
and doing so automatically saves time.
As one Hints commenter observed,
For example, if you receive invoices by using the Delete button as Remove
e-mail, you might want to set up a rule From Trash isn’t the most intuitive userto forward them to your accountant.
interface choice Apple has ever made.
Create a rule where the “Subject” Others pointed out that you can do the
“Contains” “Invoice,” or any other word same thing by selecting the item then
or phrase that you want to look for. In the selecting Put Back from the File menu;
actions section, choose “Forward Mes- you can also implement Put Back by sesage” to an e-mail address. If you click on lecting the item, Control- or right-clickthe Message button, you can even add ing on it, then selecting Put Back from
a text that will automatically be inserted the contextual menu, or by selecting the
in the message being forwarded. You can item and pressing Command-Delete. Fiuse just this single action so you still see nally, if you delete something accidenthe message in your inbox, though you tally, and want to get it back, you can
might want to add another action to file also press Command-Z immediately to
it away in a folder after it’s forwarded.
undo the trashing.

5. Set off an alarm

Say you’re waiting for e-mail from your
kids, Alice and Bob. You can set up a rule
that tells Mail to bounce the Dock icon, and
play a sound, when such e-mail arrives.
Just create a rule where “From” “Contains” an e-mail address; click on the
plus-sign (+) to add more addresses. In
the Actions section, choose “Bounce Icon
in Dock” and “Play Sound”, then choose
a sound. The sound will only play once,
but the Dock icon will keep bouncing
until you click on it, so you’ll know when
these messages have arrived.

Lawsuit

Continued from page 2

leader,” Hariharan said. “It’s disappointing that, while we were working hard
to make terrific products that resulted
in enormous profits for Lucasfilm, senior
executives of the company cut deals
with other premiere high tech companies to eliminate competition and cap
pay for skilled employees.”
The new lawsuit alleges that the companies in question agreed to not actively recruit each others’ employees, and
promised to provide notification when
making an offer to another company’s

employee. The suit also claims
that the companies agreed to cap
pay packages offered to prospective employees at the initial offer.
The complaint states that the alleged alliance began in 2005 with Lucasfilm and
Pixar, and continued until at least 2009
with all defendants in a so-called “no solicitation” agreement. It asserts that the
“conspiracy” decreased competition for
labor among the competing companies.
“Competition in the labor market results in better salaries, enhanced career
opportunities for employees, and better
products for consumers,” attorney Joseph
R. Saveri said. “We estimate that because
of reduced competition for their services,
compensation for skilled employees at
Adobe, Apple, Google, Intel, Intuit, Lucasfilm, and Pixar was reduced by 10 to 15
percent. These companies owe their tremendous successes to the sacrifices and
hard work of their employees, and must
take responsibility for their misconduct.”
The complaint, filed in a California Superior Court in Alameda County, seeks
damages and lost pay for employees
believed to have been affected by the
companies’ alleged actions.
In 2009, it was revealed that Apple and
Google had an agreement that the two
companies would not poach each others’
employees while Eric Schmidt, then the
search giant’s chief executive, served on
both boards. The “gentlemen’s agreement”
was said to prevent recruiting of other employees, but workers were free to apply at
other companies. It eventually led to a U.S.
antitrust probe of both Apple and Google.
An investigation conducted by the U.S.
Justice Department found that Ed Colligan,
a former chief executive of Palm, rejected
an anti-poaching offer allegedly made by
Apple co-founder Steve Jobs. In communications obtained, Colligan reportedly told
Jobs that his proposal was “likely illegal.”
Jobs allegedly told Colligan he was
concerned when Jon Rubinstein, Apple’s
former senior engineering vice president, was named executive chairman
of Palm. In the correspondence, Jobs
reportedly said he was worried that Rubinstein would recruit existing Apple
employees.
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Four favorite tips for GREEN computing

Macworld’s readers share easy ways to save money and
resources with your Mac

04.21.11
Scholle Sawyer McFarland, Macworld.com

Whether you call yourself green or just a good-old-fashioned
miser, saving energy and resources usually means saving some
money too. But how does that apply to using computers? In
honor of Earth Day, we polled Macworld's readers to find their
favorite tips for green computing. Here are the results.

1. Use PDFs whenever possible

Paper products represent the largest portion of the United
States’ trash, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. In 2007, they made up roughly 68 million tons (or a
little over a quarter) of all materials in the municipal waste
stream. But even if you don’t feel ready to go all the way to a
paperless workflow, you can still cut back on your paper use.
It's easy to take advantage of OS X's built-in support for the
PDF file format in small but significant ways. Reader ckasper
called out the ever handy Save As PDF feature as a paper saver. For instance, instead of printing receipts for every online
purchase, press Command-P and in the Print window that appears, click on the PDF button. Choose Save PDF To Web Receipts Folder and a copy of the receipt—images and all—will
be saved to a pre-made folder in youruserfolder/Documents.
If you want to save PDFs in a different folder you can do that too.
(For instance, make one for “Donations.”) Create your new folder
wherever you’d like. Then, next time you need to save a PDF, press
Command-P, click on the PDF button, choose Edit Menu from the
menu, and then click on the plus (+) button to add your folder. The
folder will appear in the PDF menu from then on.
Reader Matt Clement also vouched for the power of PDFs. He emails reports to himself so he can view them on his iPad instead of
printing out hard copies.“I send them in PDF and them open them
in iBooks, so I’ve got them all week in one handy place,” he said.

2. Make the most of your paper

If you really must print, use both sides of the page, noted
reader bradhurley. Most newer printers can do this automatically.
(Without requiring you to turn the paper over and put it back
in the paper tray.) Press Command-P, click on the menu at the
lower-right of the dialog box and choose Layout. If you have the
option, you’ll see a Two Sided menu at the bottom of the dialog
box. Choose Long Edge Binding or Short Edge Binding.
Select Layout from the
pop-up menu at the
lower-right of the Print
dialog box. If your
printer offers two-sided
printing, you should see
the Two-Sided pop-up
menu.

When you need to check through a large document
and can’t bear to do it onscreen, consider cramming
more than one page onto a sheet of paper. To do this,
go to the same menu, choose Layout, and then choose a
number (up to 16) from the Pages Per Sheet pop-up menu.
Choose a layout direction to control how the pages stack up.
Still got used sheets of paper lying around? Reader kevinbriankelly recommended using old printed documents for scrap paper.
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3. Turn things off when you’re not using them

The easiest way to save energy is to turn your equipment off
when you’re not using it as reader Maxer and ckasper suggested.
Putting your computer sleep is good, but a sleeping Mac still draws
power. Turning it off altogether reduces the load even more.
Still, if you’re backing up your Mac, you’ll want to give it
some time to do its thing when you’re not at your keyboard.
Go to System Preferences, choose Energy Saver, and click on
Schedule. A sheet will appear where you can choose a daily
startup and shutdown time for your Mac. You can even determine a separate schedule for the weekdays and weekend by
clicking on the Every Day pop-up menus.
Use the options in the Energy Saver system preference panel
to turn on and shut down your Mac automatically each day.
Reader technologist noted that many devices—especially
all those battery chargers and peripherals—continue to draw
power (known as their vampire draw) even when they’re not
being used. (See for yourself by plugging one in to a $20 Kill A
Watt electricity usage monitor or Belkin's $30 Conserve Insight
energy use monitor.) The only way to truly cut their power use
to zero is to unplug them or use a “smart” power strip.
Sophisticated Circuits’ $199 PowerKey Pro USB 650 lets you
choose which devices will be completely powered down. Belkin
offers a number of energy-saving devices that combine, for example, surge protection with outlets that switch off at the end
of the day. The $45 EcoStrip 2.0 switches off power to peripherals when your Mac is turned off. The not-quite-available-yet UFO
Power Center will include four outlets that can be remotely controlled and report back on energy usage to an iPhone app.
You can get ahead of the game by buying energy efficient
equipment at the start. Reader bradhurley pointed out that
the ideal computers and monitors are rated EPEAT Gold or
Silver. “These computers generally include recycled content,
exceed Energy Star standards, and are made to be easy to
recycle,” he said. All Apple computers are not only Energy Star
qualified, but also meet the EPEAT Gold standard.

4. Reuse old equipment

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates that
29.9 million desktops and 12 million laptops were discarded
in 2007—that’s roughly 115,000 computers out with the trash
each day. Similarly, the agency estimates 235 million units of
electronic products are in storage—sitting unused in home
closets, attics, or basements.
Many readers, such as nyalathotep, encouraged others not
to let old equipment go to waste. First consider if friends or

Continued on page 7

Apple releases Thunderbolt-equipped
iMac line
05.03.11
Dan Moren and Lex Friedman, Macworld.com

On Tuesday, Apple announced
a new generation of iMac models, running at speeds up to 3.4
GHz and powered by the next
generation of Intel Core i5 and
Core i7 processors. The models
also build in support for the new Thunderbolt high-speed
peripheral connection interface that debuted in Apple’s MacBook Pro line earlier this year.
The watchword of the new model is “performance,” thanks
to improvements in the processor line, graphics architecture,
and Thunderbolt ports.
In terms of processors, Apple has shifted to Intel’s secondgeneration Core technology—codenamed “Sandy Bridge”—
for the iMac line. “What Intel has done is very tightly engineer
the processor, the graphics, the cache, and the memory controller on a single die,” said Apple’s David Moody, vice president of hardware product marketing. Moody said this accelerates data transfer between processor components, resulting
in some impressive performance gains.
In addition, the processor architecture upgrade has enabled a
transition to quad-core processor configurations across the iMac
line—in comparison, the previous iMac line had only a single
quad-core configuration on the highest-performance model.
“What we see as a result of moving from dual-core to quadcore and old architecture to new architecture is 70 percent
faster performance than the old models,” said Apple’s Moody.
“Even in the top-end, moving from the old quad-core configuration to the new quad-core configuration has seen 30
percent faster performance.“
Processors aren’t the only place that the iMac has seen a
significant boost; the desktop line now sports the latest generation of AMD Radeon HD discrete graphics processors. The
high-end Radeon HD 6790M boasts 1.3 Teraflops of performance and is up to 80 percent faster than the previous generation. Moody described the technology as “Mac Pro-class
graphics” and said it’s the “first time we have the same level
of performance in the iMac that you’d have in a Mac Pro.” The
gains aren’t limited to high-end either; even the entry-level
version’s Radeon HD 6750M graphics processor clocks in at
three times faster than the previous configuration.
For external connectivity, the new iMacs boast the same Thunderbolt ports introduced in Apple’s new
MacBook Pro line released in February.
Co-developed with Intel, Thunderbolt offers two bi-directional channels that can
transfer data at up to 10Gbps each—12
times faster than the theoretical maximum of FireWire 800. The technology is
based on the PCI Express protocol that

most Macs use for internal I/O, but via adapters it can
support pretty much any other type of connectivity protocol, including FireWire, USB, and Gigabit Ethernet.
The smaller iMac sports a single Thunderbolt port while the
larger version includes two—Moody confirmed that those
ports are independent as well, meaning that users essentially
have four 10Gbps channels. That allows, for the first time, the
27-inch iMac to drive two external displays—and that’s in addition to other high-speed peripherals. Moody also said that
the adoption of Thunderbolt is progressing, with several vendors announcing plans for compatible peripherals at the NAB
show last month.
As with the MacBook Pro refresh
also earlier this year, the iMac line also
now has a FaceTime HD camera for
video conferencing. The camera supports 720p high-definition video in a
16 by 9 widescreen format, and supports a wider viewing angle
to make it easier for multiple people to get in the picture. Highdefinition video calls are only supported between Macs with a
FaceTime HD camera, such as the iMac and MacBook Pros—calls
with other Macs or iOS devices are limited to standard definition.
The new machine comes in four basic configurations: two
21.5-inch models with a 2.5GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i5 and
2.7GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i5 processor respectively, and
two 27-inch models with a 2.7GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i5 and
3.1GHz Quad-Core Intel i5. Apple is also offering build-to-order
Web-only options to bump the 21.5-inch model to a 2.8GHz
quad-core Intel Core i7, and the 27-inch model to a 3.4GHz Intel
Core i7; the i7 processor upgrades add $200 to the cost.
The low-end 21.5-inch model sports a 500GB hard drive and
an AMD Radeon HD 6750M with 512MB of video RAM, while the
more powerful 21.5-inch configuration has a 1TB hard drive and
an AMD Radeon HD 6770M with 512MB
of video RAM. Both versions feature
a 1920 by 1080 pixel display and 4GB
of memory. They retail for $1,199 and
$1,499 respectively.
Both of the 27-inch models sport a
1TB hard drive, 4GB of RAM, and a 2560
by 1440 pixel display. The 2.7GHz model has an AMD Radeon
HD 6770M with 512MB of video RAM, while the 3.1GHz model
has an AMD Radeon HD 6970M with 1GB of video RAM. They
cost $1,699 and $1,999 respectively.
Additional build-to-order options include 2TB hard drives, an additional 256GB solid-state drive instead of or alongside the main
drive, and up to 16GB of DDR3 memory. Customers can choose a
Magic Mouse, a Magic Trackpad, or both with their order.
The new iMac also meets the Energy Star 5.2 requirements
and achieves EPEAT Gold rating, according to Apple. The computer is built with components that are free of mercury, arsenic, PVC, and brominated flame retardants.
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Continued from page 6

f a m i l y might benefit from hand-medowns or if there’s a job for old Macs
to do (see “Use an old Mac as a backup server”). It’s surprisingly easy to sell
old electronics on sites like Craigslist or
eBay. Check out our stories about “Preparing an old Mac for sale” and how to
“Preserve your Mac’s resale value.”
Some Etsy artists use parts from old
Apple equipment to make jewelry and
art. These earrings are from Stacey Peterson's KeyedUp shop.
On the flip side of that, others wrote in
to say their golden rule was to buy used
instead of new. “Don’t grossly overbuy
your machine,” added reader bastion.
“The difference in power consumption
between a high-end mini (peak) and
a low-end Mac Pro (idle) is truly staggering. It’s not only green but it keeps
money in your wallet, which for many
people is far more compelling. My early
2009 mini has paid for itself in the form
of lower electric bills compared to the
G5 it replaced.”
For more tips on recycling, donating,
and even using Mac parts in craft projects, see “How to recycle your Mac” as
well as Apple’s own recycling programs
for Macs and displays and for iPod and
mobile phones.

Attackers set sights on Mac
OS X with Apple malware
toolkit
05.02.11
Robert Westervelt, SearchSecurity,com

The growing success of Apple’s Mac
OS, bolstered by iPhone sales and new
iPad tablet users, has caught the attention of cybercriminals who are setting
their sights on Apple users.
Danish IT-security firm, CSIS Security
Group, has stumbled upon a new Apple
malware crimeware toolkit targeting
Mac OS X. Security researchers at the organization discovered the toolkit being

sold in low numbers on several black
hat hacking forums.
Called the Weyland-Yutani BOT, the toolkit sports an intuitive GUI and supports
encryption, a capability needed to evade
detection from antimalware software.
Weyland-Yutani is a fictional corporation
in the movie Alien. The researchers noted
it also has advanced features, enabling
savvy cybercriminals to augment it with
additional capabilities and malware.
The cybercriminals behind the toolkit
say they plan a version that could target
iPad users as well as a version designed
to work on Linux machines. The root
code for Mac OS is UNIX.
Currently, the toolkit targets Firefox
users. Google Chrome and Safari support is expected in future versions.
“The CSIS eCrime Unit is in possession of
videos documenting both the admin panel
and its functionality, as well as the builder
itself,” wrote Peter Krause, a CSIS partner
and security specialist on the CSIS Security
Group blog. “Both video clips prove this kit
to be fully operational already.”

Fake antivirus campaign hits Mac users
hard

Mac users are inundating a support
forum about a new rogue antivirus campaign that appears to be targeting users
of Mac OS X. The fake antivirus is a copy
of the MacDefender program laden with
malware. Once a victim downloads the
files, the pesky software detects phony
malware on the victim’s computer and
downloads additional Trojans.
The rogue antivirus is believed to be
spreading via drive-by attacks from infected websites. The Trojan can automatically
open in Safari as a zipped installer. Mac
users have inundated the Apple support
forums requesting instructions on how to
remove the rogue MacDefender software.
One victim said his computer was infected
while browsing images via Google.
Mac users have increasingly fallen in
the crosshairs of attackers. Last year cybercriminals designed an Apple phishing
campaign using a website posing as an
Apple Store. Malware has also surfaced
targeting users of jailbroken iPhones.
Santa Clara, Calif-based McAfee Inc.,
now part of Intel Corp., predicted in December that Apple users would gain the
attention of cybercriminals. The security

vendor said the growing popularity
of Apple devices and the lack of user
understanding of proper security
controls could snowball into bigger, more
successful attacks against Apple users.
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More Tips

More
TarMac Tips

Check the website below for 25 Mac tips
from the Huffungton Post’s HUFFPOST
TECH website:
www.huffingtonpostcom.
/2011/05/03/mac-os-x-tips-tricks
_n_855102.html#s270739&title=
Tap_To_Click
Thanks Cindy!

The Tarmac Vaporware Gazette, named in
honor of past president Jerry Rowe, is published
each month by Smitty’s Printshop, a nonexistant shop specializing in things of little or
no importance to the world at large. Send your
comments, good or bad, to smittysprintshop@
mac.com.
TarMac “Control Panel”
Tom Davis, president
Ray Kallman, vice-president
Jan Cook, treasurer
Brian Fountain, user group ambassador
Frank Smith, newsletter editor
other panel members
Eleanor Cavin
Gary Gobel
Nancy Goldstein
Cindy Huffman
Lynn McAlpine
Tarmac By-laws
If you show up you’re a member
If you speak up you’re an officer
If you stand up you’re the president
website: homepage.mac.com/tidewatermug
e-mail: tidewatermug@mac.com
Meetings: 2nd & 3rd Thursday each month
except Dec. (first meeting only). 6-8:30 pm.
Pops Diner
1432 Greenbrier Pkwy
Chesapeake

